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 You can run, jump, web-swing, swing from web-lines, and run-jump up walls. Attacks are performed by tapping the screen.
You can jump in mid-air and attack while airborne, and your Spider-Sense allows you to dodge and jump out of the way of
oncoming projectiles. You can target enemies with your web-lines and firewebbing, and collect web-slingers and web-shot
ammunition throughout the game. The game has a non-linear structure. You can do various side missions such as avoiding

patrols, collecting items for Uncle Ben, and so on. A number of mini-games and special features are included as well.
Multiplayer is included for up to four players at a time, on the same device, over a local area network, and can be accessed at
any time. Spider-Man Web of Shadows was released on August 30, 2012, for the Nintendo 3DS. The PS3, PS4 and Xbox 360
versions of the game were released on August 8, 2013. Plot Spider-Man Web of Shadows is set in an alternate version of New
York, referred to as the Battle Zone, which is a heavily urbanized, technologically advanced metropolis located in the heart of

the New York metropolitan area. An overwhelming majority of all superheroes, both official and unofficial, have either
disappeared or have been removed from the city. Spider-Man was among them. Years after disappearing, Spider-Man was later

forced to confront the creature known as Carnage, who he learned was responsible for the disappearance of the other
superheroes. In Spider-Man Web of Shadows, you play as Spider-Man as he seeks to regain his rightful place in the city. The
story involves Spider-Man's father, Norman Osborn, who seems to be more focused on his vendetta against Spider-Man than

helping his son. Spider-Man also discovers that he is a genetic clone of Ben Reilly (who was Spider-Man's previous self),
created by Norman Osborn to be his successor in the Spider-Man mantle. The developer of the game, Insomniac Games,

explicitly stated that the storyline takes place in the same universe as the 2011 movie The Amazing Spider-Man. In addition to
the story, Spider-Man Web of Shadows includes side-quests, mini-games, and other features. Gameplay The gameplay of Spider-

Man Web of Shadows is similar to the gameplay of Spider-Man 3, and is based 82157476af
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